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The LOGLINE:
A Renaissance Woman has supernatural visions of future urban utopias beyond this present
world negativity. To protect the perfect places without the pain, she travels twisted realms to
unmask evil faces seeking to eject her bright vision and inject her with dark forgetting.

The PLACES WITHIN… “The FACES WITHIN”
From the frequencies of light into the shadows of distortion, there are Three Main Worlds. First,
Solandria sees the UPPER-WORLD’s DREAM; The present serenity mixed with a future
Utopian Renaissance. Nature glows in etherial light, as urban settings transform into a paradise
rich with beauty, creativity, and lush serenity… But as she paints perfect places, they’re attacked
by the MIDDLE-WORLD of Dense Urban Reality. Ugliness wages war on beauty in a surreal
oscillation to define visual reality. When negativities greatly amplify, she enters through her
INNER-WORLD to the UNDERWORLD. Her Inner-World holds Gardens of Eden rich in
serenity, but the neighboring Underworld takes her to Dark Elemental Realms defining the
elemental emotions of masked strangers. She must reconnect with the upper-ethereal out of this
world to channel light to the dark underworld… returning her to her World Renaissance Vision.

SOLANDRIA
Though Solandria is physically 18yo… her soul is as old as time itself. She carries an out of this
world wisdom that she expresses through her heightened visual creativity, her mystical writing,
and her supernatural ability to see a potential new society within the chaotic world around.
Unfortunately, the jaded broken world around her is filled with emotionally abusive parents,
predatory men, greed, shattered souls, tormented minds, and sinister faces. Their refusal to listen
to a better way is heartbreaking disappointment for her. While she fights heaviness to stay in an
elevated light to change the world, she accepts that she must bring that light into the darkest of
places and not turn away from the lost souls of this world… The only way to release their power
over her is to see through the delusions they call real. She must see beyond the masks and their
programed avatar identities into the core of their being where the truth of who they are resides
layers below… To do so, she must first find herself to confront her fears of them.

A SHORT SUMMARY
Solandria travels the dilapidated city transforming it to Her Utopian Paradise, The Places Within
her. Upon finding the book The Faces Within and crossing paths with a shamanistic mask keeper,
she starts seeing the faces of dark ill out to prey upon her. Further plagued by her controlling
parents to mold her, she escapes into her perfect garden fantasy world within… But, the darkness
follows her into beautiful places contaminating the purity. Exiting the inner world, she travels the
night time streets around. The amplifying beauty oscillates with ugly malicious intent in a waring
world of surreal. Following a violent confrontation with her parents, she puts on a gargoyle mask
to embrace the darkness and overcome “The 5 Torments of Hell”. In these warped elemental
underworld scenes from her own life, she must reveal her true light in the darkest of places and
unmask herself to burn brighter than their darkness can bear… In rewriting the past, she is once
again able to see her future vision for our planet with an unyielding strength and wisdom.

